
The VRM Italia Engineering Department has developed "VRM Stop Energy" an 
innovative suite of solutions dedicated to multimedia and video-communications 
environments.

VRM Stop Energy

Using VRM's Stop Energy solutions is possible to get:

-	specific cost analysis for energy expenses for single system or for a complete 
	 audio-visual environment.

- energy consumptions management 	finalized to cost's optimization, for single 
	 plant category (lighting - video - audio - multimedia etc).

- meeting rooms and video-communications rooms management and monitoring, 
with specific issues signaling and with control systems optimizations.

VRM Stop Energy uses a specific and personalized portal remotely controlled that 
is able to manage analyze and compare collected datas to identify and to 
process inefficiency areas or technical issues using a consistent metric.

With VRM Stop Energy is possible to get:

- optimization of Energy resources.

- signaling and report of technical issues immediately by e-mail.

- remote repair services and replacement of some systems funcionalities.

- schedule activities by portal 

- increase tree times systems lifetime.

- statistics about the use of controlled systems.



VRM Italia is the Tandberg (now Cisco) historical partner in Italy, Platinum Partner VC 
Specialist and Center of Excellence, and is one of the most important player in Italy for 
Videoconference and Unified Communications solutions, audio-visual integrations, control 

systems applications. All our business is focused on the top clients segment with direct 
contracts with Telecom Italia, with finance market in particular with the top five Italian banks 

(Unicredit, Banca Intesa etc.), local and international institutions (Italian Government, UNLB, 
NATO).

We have two offices one in Rome, one in Milan and we operate all over the Italian territory.
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